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UP FRONT

Dear, Out of Bounds Loyalists..
Welcome to the Summer Issue,

The weather is heating up and so is
the temperature in the streets of Corrections
across this country. Institutions are feeling
the impact of double bunking and rising
populations. Dane tells us about the tension
in "The Unit" in our reader's forum. Keep your
heads up guys and try not to blow your tops.

This Issue shows you all the sides that doing
time can have, in our Peace and Non
violence section, I have reprinted a wonderful
story from a number ofyears ago, it is about
how the fine women in the Nova Institution

back east held a fundraiser to help build a
home for the very need}' in Africa. This story
reminds us all of what is truly important,
plus it goes to show how much good we can
do even while being locked up. The women
raised $25,000.00 and they should be very
proud of themselves. I am hoping that Asrtid
Listerski will provide me an update.

Richard Jackson, reveals his view of"Justice"
in our prison culture section, veiy insightful
and thought provoking stuff. Justice, it is a
mystery to us all.

A few full page adverts I wanted to bring your
attention to. The first is an ad for the Ed
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Griffin bursary program. I recieved a
letter from Mr. Griffin in response to the
article I published in the last issue by
Gayle Horri. I mentioned the absence of
bursary programs. Good work Mr. Griffin,
your civic charity is commendable. Thank
You.!!

Kelvin Purdy, asked me to advertise for
his E-Book, apparently the evidence is
compelling relating to his innocence. I will
check out his book , you should too!!

I would like to send my best wishes and
condolences to Sita Lozoff, we all took a
big loss when Bo passed away. In this
issue you will find a full page
commeneration, this was in the Human
Kindness Foundation newsletter and I

wanted to print it. Bo Lozoff really effected
my life, he is the reason I got involved in
yoga, he is a light in the darkness that we
all face from time to time. Bo may not be
sauntering around in real time, but I know
he is here in our hearts all the time.

We had an opportunity to show the
William Head Volunteers how much they
mean to us, in our Around the Peninsula
section you will get the whole story of how
well the dinner went.

In other news, we had the TC 10K run,
charity event again this year, it was great
and the turnout was as good as last year.

This issue is diverse and hopefully
enlightening, we here at Out of Bounds try
to do our best to illuminate the qualities
not often spoke of when dealing with in
carceration and convicts.

Finally, please check out my proposal
for an advocacy group for prisoners bj'
prisoners. I don't have all the answers and
would love some feedback about what you
believe is good or bad about this idea.

We need to be there for each other to

effect positive change.
Matthew DiMillo



READER'S FORUM

Dear OBM,

Greetings, I
would like to thank you for
publishing an excellent
magazine. I've been reading
some older publications
floating around the
institution. I'd just like to let
prisoners on the west coast
know what's going on down
here in Ontario.

Right now Millhaven is the
only Max in Ontario, they
have now started to transfer

prisoners from Kingston Pen
and the Regional Treatment
Center here, we are now
stacked tighter than ever
before. More bodies, ramped
up stress and an increase in
the use of force, assaults,
lock-downs and exceptional
searches.

There isn't enough
maximum security spaces
for the number of max guys
being displaced. That's
about 1,000 prisoners, all so
the government can save
money, win votes or both.

The federal government has
turned up the heal on the
pressure cooker, it already
has a frayed cord and faulty
valve, better stand back

cause it's gonna blow.

Dane Hagen
Millhaven Max

J - Unit

(Editor's Note: Thanks for the

letter Dane, you men over there
keep your chin up. Glad you enjoy

the mag.)

Out of Bounds,

Hey there,

I'm dumb founded by your
name, what exactly is Out of
Bounds? If nothing else your
name certainly got my
interest.

What I am hoping for is that
you provide things that are
not normally out there. Like
man for man, woman for
woman and much more!!

Share your views
with other

Out of Bounds

readers!

Your name is

requested but can be
withheld if indicated.

We reserve the right to
edit for length, content,/

taste, smell.

I would like to know exactly
what your ad is all about
and would you send some
information( if available)
about ordering pictures of
man on man ( non - nude)
and other wild things like
that including pen pals.

Please send ( non - nude )
pictures and more
information.

Sincerely yours,
Troy Chivers

U.S.A

(Editor's Note: Hey Troy,
thanks for the letter and sorry lo
be the bearer of bad news but we

don't offer those types of
services.Allhough Iam quite
certain that there will be some

dudes around who are gonna read
this and wisli they had your
address.:) Cheers, Take Care and
send our best to our American

brothers and sisters !!)

Subscriptions

$18.00 per year
$32.00 for 2 years

send a cheque or money
order with your name and

address on a separate

piece of paper to:

Out ofBounds Magazine

6000 William Head Rd

Victoria BC

V9C - 0B5

Canada

If you've moved, please
notify us ASAP!
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(Editor's Note: This Is a letter that I sent to Evan
Solomon, the host of Power & Politics on CBC, needless to

say I have recleved no response to date.)

vf-a*

Power 6s Politics

I just
finished watching your show
questioning the government
policies with respect to gang
violence, double bunking and
mental health. I am compelled to
write you and share with you some
insight about the various topics
discussed.

I have the unfortunate

experience of being subject to the
revolving door of crime and
punishment since 1993. Since that
time I have watched the system of
corrections deteriorate from

rehabilitation to punishment. The
policies that are at play now are far
less effective in terms of reducing
recidivism and increasing
public safety.

The issue of double bunking certainly
creates more tension and violence in our
prison system. The inability for two people
to co-habitate in a healthy functional way
leads to increases in anti social thought
patterns.

If someone has an anger problem already;
subjecting them to situations which trigger
highly emotional responses cannot be seen
as beneficial.

In response to the Correctional Service of
Canada violating the law as made by the
Supreme Court of Canada with respect to
double bunking, Don Head asked for a
report that justifies the use of double
occupancy cells.
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j In addition to this report, they then
•J proceed to change their own directives. If

the laws or directives are counter to the
policy, they just change them, when

questioned they claim that this report
shows that double bunking and

violence in prisons have no
connection, in fact they will argue

that the prisons with the most
double occupancy cells have the
|least amount ofviolence.

Complete nonsense, very cynical
tactics, it is a nasty way to

'deliver public policy, especially
when they use the victim's of
crime as their straw men.

'When the Women of P4W were
assaulted and subjected to
abhorrent conduct there was an
Inquest and people thought that
there would be change.

When Robert Gentles was

jmurdered in Kingston Pen there
was an Inquest and people thought
there would be change.

Now Ashley Smith kills herself after
some very questionable treatment
and people are hoping that there will

be change.

Why should there be this hope for change
now? It never seems to change, and in fact
it is only seemingly becoming worse. How
many more people will have to lose their
lives?

How much more self harm will have to
occur before this government and our
society comes to realize that the vast
majority of the prison population is the
son's and daughters, mothers and father's
of our fellow citizens?

Minister Toews and Mrs. Bergen continue
to say that we are criminals and we deserve
to be in prison, this kind of statement is a

small minded injustice to all Canadians.
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The lion share of prisoners, both male and
female are not gang members and they are
certainly not violent people; they have
made mistakes due to substance abuse

and poor decision making. There is no
question that when you commit crime you
need to do your time and work toward
bettering your life.

The responsibility of the federal
government is to insure that Corrections
Canada has the funds necessary to combat
recidivism and promote rehabilitation.

In this current environment there is no

hope, people are no longer getting parole,
as was said on your show, 60% of
offenders are being released on conditional
parole which means after two thirds of
their sentence expires, what is the
motivation to do your programs?

Why not do drugs and join the gang
lifestyle if you know you are not going to
get out anyway?

The policies that are at play now feed the
recruiting efforts of the gangs, if the Parole
Board of Canada continues to limit the
number of offenders that they find worthy
of parole, the system is going to burst, no
one will be better off, we will breed gangs,
criminals and violent recidivism. The
Americans have taught us this lesson, and
yet this is still being ignored.

I have to say that your reporting on this
issue is concerning. Only in that it fails to
provide context to the viewer. Whenever
these issues arise it seems as though the
headlines are about gangs, child
pornography or the likes of Paul Bernardo
and Russell Williams.

When most offenders are not in these
categories and yet they fall under the same
restrictive polices.

In addition I see these Politicians and the

Correctional Investigator, who is a paid

employee of the Correctional Service of
Canada, yet no Offender or Correctional
Officer representation.

We are the only two groups that live this
life everyday, and surprisingly agree on a
lot of these same issues.

Keep in mind, when dealing with these
issues you need to consider that each
prison is like a tiny microcosm of society.

The economy will drive the bus of our
society, so when they discuss cutting pay,
that will help the drug- subculture and
hence strengthen the gangs and
underground economies.

When they discuss greater security
measures and more focus on punishment
than rehabilitation it works to crush hope
and faith in achieving a parole by following
the metrics that are suppose to lead the
way to freedom.

If you stay out of trouble, if you remain
drug free, if you complete your programs
and show insight and remorse for your
crime, you might be a good candidate for
parole. Not the case anymore, especially if
you have a previous record. Is this the
policy that is most effective? What more
can someone do to show that they have
made the effort to change their behaviour?

People become hopeless and frustrated.

OUT OF BOUNDS 5



The latest salvo launched by MinisterToews includes the elimination of any paid spiritual
adviser who is not Christian. The new policy slates that minority religions will now have
to seek guidance through these existing pastors.

Unfortunately most are prohibited from counselling other religions. Yet one more policy
that decimates hope, increases frustration and pushes vulnerable people toward
unhealthy scenarios.

I have been a small business owner in the community, a landlord and
business developer. I have robbed banks and lived in an incarcerated
nature off and on for the past twenty years. I have been a drug
dealer in prison and have been part of the problem, for the past
number of years I have been trying to be part of the solution.

Having been a member of a number of Inmate
Committees in a number of institutions I have worked
with administrations and offenders in trying to deal
with all these issues.

When you find yourself in a situation where you need
the input from a currently incarcerated federal
offender you can call on me. I have been frustrated by
the representation I have seen on the airwaves. In
most cases the person is no longer in the system or if
they are, they lack the necessary skills in order to
articulate the true nature of the problems that exist.

The greatest threat to our Public Safety is not Cyber crime,
Terrorists or any other threat. We need to help the public; we
need to help them see that the idea of simply throwing away
the key is juvenile and unsafe public policy.

They should realize that most offenders will be released and will
re-join the community; do wc wish them to be productive and
hopeful for the future or angry and resentful?

The idea of coming to the defence of criminals is not very
popular when put into the context of today's show. The
public should note that trying to rehabilitate prisoners,
trying to change hearts and minds cannot be done on the
cheap.

Minister Toews feels that by restricting budgets for social programs inside prison walls is
doing the public and victim's justice. In reality it is an injustice.

There are greater issues at work; perhaps given better context the public will see the need
for prison reform and greater accountability.

Yours Truly,
Matthew Anthony DiMillo

6 Summer Issue 2013



PRISONCULTURE

JUSTICE

Justice has taken away my life, my family, my community and my sense of belonging.
Took away my innocence when I was a child. Ignored the sensitivity of one
man's dilemma. Misinterpreted the determination of one man's drive for jus
tice. Neglected my human rights, equality and legal rights. Predetermined and
preordained outcome. Tipped the scales of justice in their favor for political
reasons. Didn't expect me to face my fight head - on with resistance.

Accountability and transparency for all travesties ofjustice.

Justice is deceitful, dishonest, untrustworthy and unethical in my eyes. Gives preferred
protection to the privileged and prestigious. Disgusts me with callous and
corrupt ways. Rationalizes and justifies any course of action. Neglected their
own rules and regulations to stop embarrassment. Mislaid it's principal of
justice and freedoms to come out on top. Flexed their authoritative tongues,
muscles and lies too long. Only solidified my determination to find truth.

Don't let bitterness eat away and destroyyou even ifit's unfair and unjust.
Imperative to give voice to the toxicity.

Justice Deliberate!}', elaborately and secretively made sure that there is a
re-occurrence of victimization. Instills fear. Has prioritized saving face rather
than souls. Makes people vulnerable to temptation. Has taken away my
emotional security.

A Force, A Power, A Bond, A Pledge

Justice Continues to create problems through intimidation and victimization.

Taught me to stand firm with my beliefs and convictions more than ever.

Justice Has broken any and all trust in more ways than one. Is sinful and hypocritical
through its failure. Creates unbearable pain and suffering through confine
ment.

OUT OF BOUNDS 7



Stand firm.

Exercise and prepare spiritual and intel
lectual muscle.

Do not crumble underpressure of

long- term struggles.

Justice Is virtually incapable of treat
ing people fairly in an ethical
manner. Has real conse

quences. Allows private rela
tionships with political connec
tions. Was strictly predatory
and profoundly unjust.

Demands difficult choices,
unquestioningloyalty,
patience and endurance to see it through.

Justice Virtually incalculable. Targeted.

Alienated, isolated, unloved, alone,

and adrift in a cold darkplace.

Strong, powerful and unbreakable.

Justice Lost the human element.

Falls short and fails.

Harbors regret and resentment.

Set up and let down, time alter time

X

Justice Unpredictable
and unprofessional.
Takes advantage of people.
Is damage control and creating
diversions.

Never to give up under any conditions.
Fight vigorously to bring out wrongs.

Justice A blatant conflict of interests.

Disappointment, despair and anger.

Justice Is reckless and unlawful.
Evasive. Politically motivated.
Has peculiar interests.

Is to go on an inwardjourney ofgrowth
and maturity.

Is Given.

Is given up whatyou can't keep,
to gain whatyou cannot lose.

Old hurts and darkpain surfaced.
In my darkesthours a mysteriouspresence
shines a light.

Justice Light.
Humanity, Honesty,
Righteousness & Forgiveness.
A New Quest.

Canadian Political Prisoner

Richard M Jackson
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Anyway
by

kent keith

People are often unreasonable, irrational, and
self- centered.

Forgive them anyway.

If you are kind, people may accuse you of
selfish ulterior motives.

Be kind anyway.

If you are successful, you will win some
unfaithful friends and some genuine enemies

Succeed anyway.

If you are honest and sincere, people may
deceive you

Be honest and sincere anyway.

What you spend years creating, others could
destroy overnight.

Create anyway.

If you find serenity and happiness, some may
be jealous.

Be happy anyway.

The good you do today will often be forgotten.

Do good anyway.

Give the best you have, and it will never be
enough.

Give your best anyway.

In the final analysis, it is between you and
God.

It was never between you and them anyway.

Nestucca

Prayer Poem #1

Holy One
I want to live!

To be alive!

So I may be with you more often,
in my surroundings,
in others, in myself.

Help me to risk
stepping outside of the

life I chose, of protected blandness,
into - ???

Feelings???

Yes Holy One, my feelings.
Help me to embrace my fear,
my vulnerability, my anxiety,
my anger, my judgements,

my helplessness,
so that I can fully experience
my delight, my joy, my peace,
in my surroundings, in others,

in myself.

Gift Giver,
help me to feel my daily experiences.

Give me the gift of feeling.
Please!!

COURAGE TO BE

FREE

A SUPPORT CIRCLE FOR METIS
PEOPLE MAKING THE

TRANSITION FROM BEING
INCARCERATED TO BEING

FREE.

JOHN SINCLAIR
P.O. BOX 862

LADYSMITH BC

V9G 1A6

phone(250)245-7893
e-mail: sinclairj\v@sha\v.ca

OUT OF BOUNDS 9



OVERLOOKED

"Some are exonerated by DNA evidence,
one Canadian remains convicted after

being scientifically excluded by it.../,

FREE eBook on www.SmashWords.com

by Kelvin Kingsbury Purdy

ISBN: 978-0-9781839-6-7

***** "An amazing story of injustice in a country that prides itselfon
beingfair. The book is well-written, a page-turner as you readabout the
evidence that was 'overlooked'."

- Ed Griffin, author of five books including Dystopia and Once a Priest.

"Keep your chin up, Kelvin - We are all still working on it.'
- Peter Warren, Investigative Journalism and Broadcaster.

www.peterwarren.ca

"Myfather is an innocent man and ourgovernmentwon't give him the chance
to prove his innocence! Tltis is injustice!"
- Amanda Stephanie Schmitz, daughter.

"...My notes indicate you were excluded as a contributor...
...and there were weak indications ofanother male."
- Donald E. Riley, Ph.D.; DNAConsulting, LLC. July 13,2010.

10 Summer Issue 2013



BOOKS pobQshed
WORKS BIOGRAPHY BURSARY Creative

WRITING ClASStS
CONTACT

The Ed Griffin Educational Bursary

Aman in a Fraser Valley prison struggles tocomplete his degree. It's part ofhis correctional plan that he
finish, but there's no money in the system to pay for courses. A female inmate wants tobecome adrug and
alcohol counselor tohelp others avoid the pitfalls that led her to jail. She justneeds a few college courses, but
the little money she earns in prison ($6.90 a day) goes for phone calls to stay close toherfamily. She can't
afford tuition.

Through the John Howard Society, a humanitarian organization (http://www.iohnhowardbc.ca/), Ed Griffin
has setupa bursary to help BC inmates with the expenses of higher education. Those who seek education are
trying tobetter themselves. They know that education isthe proven way out of crime. You will receive a tax
receipt from the John Howard Society, who will in turn present money to theeducational institution that the
winning inmate haschosen. To donate, simply follow the directions below.

To donate bycheque: Mail to:
John Howard Society of BC,
Attention the Ed Griffin Bursary Committee
763 Kingsway
Vancouver, BC
V5V 3C2

To donate by credit card or interac:
Go to http://www.canadahelps.org/CharitvProfilcPage.aspx?CharitvID=s5877
On the second page, Donation Details, be sure to mention "For the Ed Griffin bursary account."

The Application Process

The John Howard Society of B.C. will accept applications up until
February 1st. Submissions must be addressed to the John Howard Society
of BC, Attention theEd Griffin Bursary Committee, 763 Kingswav
Vancouver, BC V5V 3C2.Bursary winners will benotified byJune' 30th.
Thenumber of bursaries awarded in any one year is in accordance with the
Funds balanceand its governing laws.

The John Howard Society ofBC is a registered Canadian non-profit charity created towork within the
criminal justice system promoting safe and peaceful communities.

The John Howard Society of BC and the Ed Griffin Family have established aprogram to promote,
encourage and sponsor the continuing education ofindividuals who have been incarcerated in the Canadian
Correctional System. To be eligible, the applicant must have participated in educational programs within the
Correctional Service ofCanada or the British Columbia Provincial Correctional System. The applicant must
be enrolled in a registered educational institution. Studies may be part- time or full-time. Studies should be
directed toward the specific goals of enhancing the individual's literacy and employment skills, and to assist
the individual with reintegrating into society as a contributing citizen.

OUT OF BOUNDS 11



Prisoners Action Coalition

Change.

This is the most common word spoken or
written when dealing with the issue of cor
rections. This is the sentiment preached by
every politician who is challenging an incum
bent. It's time for change. A new direction.

Talk is cheap and inaction is deadly, when
dealing with important issues such as free
dom, accountability and responsibility. I
know that people with great intentions and
impressive degrees have tried to inform the
public and the Harper government about the
backward measures that have helped to craft
the current Public Safety Agenda.

This is obviously not enough; more needs
to be done. The men and women who occupy
the cell blocks that constitute the incarcer
ated across this country need to do more to
push back on this media sound bite society
who quickly forget about the issues that truly
impact public safety.

Minister Toews says that the government's
priority is to have offender accountability.
When we engage in correctional programs or
therapy we are expected to have insight and
take personal responsibility for our actions.

Personally, I feel horribly for the people
affected by my robbery. I have taken respon
sibility by pleading guilty in court and mak
ing a commitment to changing the way I solve
my financial problems. Many prisoners take
responsibility and are held accountable for
their actions.

The hypocrisy muddies the water for
people. Actions can be taken against prison
ers that have real world impacts in a major
way, injustices; unfairness can be perpetu
ated with little to no accountability. This hap
pens everyday all across this country; the
public has no interest in the real, daily cor
rosive forces that are providing a disservice
to the communities from which they came.

12 Summer Issue 2013

When a young women dies because a
correctional manager has ordered staff to
discontinue intervention with the belief that
her actions are for some other reason then
a state of mental desperation, there needs
to be accountability.

The Ashley Smith Inquest is ongoing, will
this bring change? Accountability?

When a young man dies in segregation
from a drug overdose due to a lack of
proper supervision there needs to be
consequences.

Accountability. Responsibility.

When a man is pepper sprayed and killed
for not turning his music down there needs
to be consequences. Robert Gentles had an
Inquest; nothing changed, other than the
fact that we could no longer buy radios
over 100 watts or with detachable
speakers.

Again we have restrictions following the
criminal and abhorrent action on behalf of
some correctional officers. It was his fault,
our fault.

starkraven@prisoniusticexa

Stark Raven

c/o Vancouver Co

operative Radio
110-360 Columbia Street

Vancouver BC V6A4J1
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If their friends and neighbors knew the role these people played in creating conditions
that only helped to foster greater isolation, anger and fear they would be embarrassed
and would be more likely to change their behavior. If only the public understood.

Years ago prisoners in institutions had an elected Inmate Committee that would be able
to deal with administrators, they would raise concerns about treatment and policy
implementation. There was a time when this was a very effective way for prisoners to deal
with issues in each prison. Over the years the Correctional Service of Canada took
measures to weaken this representative committee. They instituted integration, this was
the mixing of prisoners who were never housed together before. So people who were in on
sex crimes, or people who were known to be informants were mixed with general
populations instead of their usual accommodation in protective custody. Thus they
created mistrust, they let hatred be their tool, and they used these people and policies to
divide and conquer.

Most people will agree with me, these days the elected Inmate Committee in any prison
across this country is highly ineffective. The Correctional Service of Canada has managed
to position convicts in their institutions in a way that allows for very limited success, it is
usually accomplished in the first six months, it is mostly cosmetic changes to give the
illusion of great accomplishment, after that, the remainder of the time is spent trying to
work against the criticism of your fellow convicts.

Not only is the position thankless, the more effective you are the greater the punishment
by the gatekeepers of any institution. If you are able to engage people in any high minded
fashion; some of them become infuriated and insulted. They feci as though, they are
above you, we are simple criminals who have no business challenging any decision that
is rendered, especially if the result of their decision can be reasonably documented as
being patently unfair. Working from the inside is a very dangerous proposition for any
convict who wants to be released before his statutory release. They will make you pay for
being an advocate for other less educated or capable convicts.

So what do we do? What can this prisoner society, all of us whom are connected by the
same stories, the same policies, the same struggles do to better communicate our
concerns? If we are serious about change, the first thing that should happen, we should
bother ourselves about prison policy and prison
conditions instead of prison politics about this
hound, that rat and that P.C. joint. Change is
never going to occur if we cannot get together
with one common purpose. Better prison policy
is not going to be only for the guys who are
general population. This is reality.

What would be our mandate?

What are our objectives?

OUT OF BOUNDS 13



1.) Have legal representation and challenges for restrictive policies now and in the
future. For example, Double Bunking, Restrictive releases into the community,
prohibition of minority faith representation. Use of Force incidents, ineffective case
management officers, and segregation for those with mental health issues, any
many more.

2.) Be present in the media when legislation is introduced for possible passage. It is
important that we are heard. These omnibus crime bills passed by the Harper
government never had any push back on the television by any convicts. Instead
you had politicians and criminologists talking about prison with no intimate or in
some cases basic knowledge about how prison works. When we are spoken of as "
prisoners", when we are the subject by stereotype than it is much easier for them to
say " lock-em up and throw away the key". I think one of the most important goals
of this advocacy group should be to humanize us, remind people that we are
humans.

3.) Employment and Education programs, we will need to sharpen the focus on the
problems that persist in many institutions across this country. As the latest study
of Corcan points out, people who find themselves incarcerated are not being
prepared for release, they are being told that these jobs will provide the appropriate
skills needed but sadly they don't. Education needs to be upgraded, for people who
would like to get a university degree, some higher education, let's have a provincial
bursary program that will subsidize that effort. These core programs will work
towards creating hope for those who become hopeless.

4.) Bring awareness to the lack of mental health treatment in prison. The way that the
mentally ill are treated by other prisoners and correctional staff. These unfortunate
people become subject to degradation, humiliation and need to have the treatment
that the system of corrections denies them. We will actively seek to have a major
investment in mental health come to fruition. The wait lists are an embarrassment,
people have been forced to wait years for treatment and or programming. Thereby
delaying their ability to have a hearing for possible release.

5.) Constant vigilance and oversight with respect to unfair or ineffective Case
Management Officers. When decisions are rendered that effect a prisoner's ability
to gain access to another level of security, this inhibits their ability to gain possible
freedom. We need to figure out the systemic problems and patterns of conduct that
create these warehouse institutions those prisoners get stuck in.

6.) We want to have contact with our members on parole and help them to achieve
warrant expiry and ultimately a crime free lifestyle that contributes to their
community. It is important that members remain active and committed to
communicating their experiences and difficulties while in the community so that
the Coalition can develop strategies and solutions to systemic problems we face
while being supervised on parole.
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7.) We will work with and welcome any citizen or group to become a member of the
Prisoner Action Coalition. I love having John Howard, Elizabeth Fry and The
Salvation Army advocate for us, they do a great job and I am hoping that they get
involved with us as well. We will work actively to generate members, volunteers and
other like - minded citizens who want to help us achieve our goals.

8.) We will work diligently to bring awareness and fairness to the entire different sub -
sections of prisoners across this country. If you are female, native, Muslim or male,
white or Jewish, it does not matter we are here to work on behalf of prisoners from
all walks of life. We want to be Bl-lingual.

9.) Ideally, we would have a representative in every institution across this country.
These rep's would get updates every three months, through a newsletter. These
rep's should be able to communicate our objectives and actively recruit members in
their institution. In addition, they will need to be fully literate and computer
friendly, so as to communicate with the group president about the activities
happening in their institution.

10) Ideally, we would have a lawyer representative for every region across the country.
These lawyers would work together to discuss possible strategies and challenges to
current policy or legal irregularities. These lawyers would be provided retainer by
way of the group. The funds would be disbursed from the funds collected through
membership dues, donations and fundraising. Legal representation will not be
used for individual cases, unless the lawyers and the executive board agree that
the outcome could result in changes for all prisoners regionally or nationally.

11.) We will promote Peace, Non - Violence, Alternatives to Prison, Redemption and Rec
onciliation. The idea that we are forgotten when the prison gate closes is frightening
and disheartening. We all want to live in a society that is safe for our families, our
son's and daughter's, one way to insure that public safely is addressed is to make
sure that those of us who have broken the law, pay the price by doing our time, but
are also well equipped for when we get back home. Life is precious, life on the street
is not something to be dashed away with whimsy.

12.) We will continue to lobby for greater contact and access to family, volunteers and
community members and organizations. As it stands today, there has been a de
crease in the amount of E.T.A's and U.T.A's being offered those in minimum institu
tions. We will continue to push the Correctional Service toward innovative and pro
gressive policy making. A good example is providing e-mail service through the Visits
and Correspondence Departments. This is common practice in the United States, if
they can manage to facilitate this service while having the largest incarcerated soci
ety in the world, surely Corrections Canada can as well.

The Executive Board will consist of Five (5) members: President, Vice - President, Secre
tary, Treasurer, and Senior Advisor. The positions of President and Vice - President
must be held by prisoners currently incarcerated, or on parole. Either prisoners or
members of the community can hold the positions of Secretary, Treasurer and Senior
Advisor.
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As I mentioned earlier, I am currently waiting to receive legal advice as to the particulars
with respect to registration of the coalition. I would like feed back from you, the men and
women across this country about this idea.

What other issue do you want to see addressed?

How much should membership dues be per year?

Do you know any Lawyers in your region that might be interested?

Do you know any volunteers that might want to join the Coalition?

How would you like to see elections work?

There are a number of questions and ideas to be considered. This is my attempt to
resurrect the spines of the men and women across this country. We need to have a strong
voice in opposition to this Harper Government and often times unfair media coverage. If
we chose to band together and speak with one voice we will gain that strength in
numbers. There needs to be the discipline of solidarity, just like the Correctional Officers
Union, The Autoworkers Union and Civil Service workers. Just because the government
says we cannot unionize, that does not prohibit us from creating a coalition that
advocates for prisoners. We are all we have. If we do not stand shoulder to shoulder and
have people recognize that we are serious about making positive strides toward reforming
not only ourselves but the prison condition then we will continue to be steam rolled and
denied fairness and equality under the law.

I am going to run this article in the Out of Bounds magazine for as many issues as
possible. I will continue to update my progress. I am going to be making contact with
some local lawyers and organizations in order to listen to them and gain some feedback.
If you are interested in this Coalition I suggest you do the same in your institution, in
your region and with others you may have in the community.

Tell your friends, get the word out and get involved. Send me your ideas and your
thoughts, good, bad or otherwise, there are no bad ideas.

IDEAS?
Now this issue of OutofBoundshas been completed.
We face the task of securing writing to assemble the
next issue. We welcome all material and comments

you might have. Please send them to:
Out ofBounds Magazine
6000 William Head Road

Victoria BC V9C 0B5 (Canada)
We aren't going anywhere anytime soon. Send us your
writing, questions, or something you have to say. It is
our job to publish your writing!
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Will you join the PAC?

Prisoner Action Coalition

Matthew Anthony DiMillo
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ras talking to a moth the other evening,
he was trying to break into an electric light bulb

and fry himself on the wires.

•n
Why do you fellows pull this stunt I asked him
because itTs^the conventional thing for moths

. or. why if thatjhad been an uncovered candle
instead of an electric light bulb you would now
be a small unsightly cinder, have you no sense?

Plenty ©Sit he answered, but at times we get tired of using it
' we get bored with the routine and crave beaijty and excitement.
Fire is beautiful and we know that if wc get tA close it will kill us
but what does that matter, it is better to be flpppy for a moment

and be burned up with beauty, than to live a long time
and be bored all the while.

So we wad all our life up into one little roll and then we shoot the roll,
that is what life is for, it is better to be a part of beauty for one instant

and then cease to exist forever and never be a part of beauty.

Our attitude toward life is come easy, go easy, we are like human
beings used to be before they became too civilized to enjoy themselves.

And before I could argue him out of his philosophy he went and
immolated himself on a patent cigar lighter.

I do not agree with him, myself I would rather have half the happiness
and twice the longevity, but at the same time I wish,
there was something I wanted as badly as he wanted

to fry himself.

•

.il--.

The Wisdom of Psychopaths

Don Marquis, 1927
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Prison work programs fail

inmates and the public
By

Kim Mackrael

Many of the job opportunities offered in
federal prisons to boost inmates chances of
finding work after their release are a waste
of government resources that do little to
keep the public safe, documents obtained
by The Globe and Mail suggest.

That's because the work experience on
offer rarely matches the skills convicts
need to get real jobs, the documents say,
preparing them instead for industries that
are either obsolete or will have few open
ings when they get out of prison.

The stark analysis of the Correctional
Service of Canada's Corcan work programs,
prepared by the Public Safety Department
last May and obtained under the Access to
Information Act, describes a system to small
for many inmates to access and offers few
opportunities to develop skills that can be
applied outside of prison." One of the biggest
weaknesses of Corcan is the absence of any
correlation between either the work or the

vocational training programs with labor
market analysis", the memo to Public Safety

Minister Vic Toews states. " Training
inmates for jobs of yesterday, or for non -
existent jobs, or for jobs in already over -
resourced fields in competition with non
offenders is a waste of scarce resources
and counter-productive to public safety.

"A spokeswoman for the Correctional
Service of Canada said that Corcan recog
nized last year that it needed to do a better
job matching training opportunities with
labor market projections and has devel
oped a plan that will put more emphasis on
programs that respond to labor market
trends and take into account the types of
jobs available to someone with a criminal
record. The plan will come into effect later
this year, she said.

About 4,000 men and 125 women
worked in the Corcan program in the fiscal
year ending in March of 2012, according to
the Correctional Service of Canada.

Inmates worked in textiles, construction,
manufacturing and services, and produced
a range of items including pillowcases,
modular homes and furniture. Several

Canadian reports suggest that prison work
can significantly reduce the likelihood a

zmw^mmmmmmmMfflffiwammmMM^

Wecan help you with your prison and parole issues that affect your liberty rights, such
as segregation, disciplinary hearings, involuntary transfers, parole suspension, detention
and sentence calculation. We also assist prisoners with human rights and health care
issues.

For assistance, please call the LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY CALL CENTRE for a referral at:
Federal: 1-888-839-8889

Provincial: 604-681-9736

Once you have a referral, vou can call Prisoners'Legal Services directly at:
Federal: 1-866-577-5245

Provincial: 604-853-8712

These are "common access numbers" that you can call without having the number put
on your authorised call list.Ifyou don't have a PIN, ask for an administrative call.
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convict will re-offend. And a 1996 U.S

Bureau of Prisons study, cited in the memo
to Mr. Toews, found inmates who partici
pated in vocational or apprenticeship
training were 33 per cent less likely to re
offend than those with no work programs.
By comparison, inmates who worked in low
skill jobs were 24 per cent less likely to re
offend.

The Public Safety memo criticizes
Corcan for canceling a carpentry appren
ticeship program and planning to end an
electrical apprenticeship program at Will
iam Head penitentiary, just outside of
Victoria, noting that the carpentry and
electrical work are among the top three in
demand jobs on Vancouver Island.

In addition to concerns about the value

of the work programs, there are not enough
opportunities on offer to meet inmate
demand, according to the memo.

" Correctional Service Canada staff

themselves have identified the single big
gest barrier to effective participation in
work and vocational programs is NOT
inmate disinterest, but rather the shortage
of such programs."

While some 500 new jobs were created over
the past two years, the memo points out that
nearly all of the new positions were " daily
work activities" of limited value to those seek

ing employment after their release.

Jason Godin, Ontario regional president for
the Union of Canadian Correctional

Officers, said prison staff are seeing first
hand that inmates access to employment
and other programs has declined in recent
years.

" In terms of wait times, in terms of
accessibility to programs, it's clearly
diminished," he said. " We truly believe
that public safety is going to be sacrificed
or jeopardized as a result of a lack of this
type of rehabilitation and programming."

Sara Parkes, a spokeswoman for the
Correctional Service of Canada, said the
carpentry program at William Head
Institution was not providing " the best
value for money".

Asked whether Corcan would increase the

number of opportunities available to
inmates, the spokeswoman said the plan is
to provide " as many on the job training
and vocational training opportunities for
offenders as possible given the operational
environment in a penitentiary".

( Editor's Note: This articles only confirms wewe have
always known, there always seems to be more of an
emphasis on appearance than actual substance.

The day that Corrections Canada decided that they
were going to solve all the world's problems by hiring
program facilitators and closing trades shops it was a
disaster. I would suggest that therapy is all well and

good,but at the same time they should be providing
people with skills that will help them earn a legitimate
living.

Skills that are for today, there is no reason why they
cannot use one of these many empty rooms they have
in institutions across this country and install
computer banks and have someone teach all the skills
that computers require, from repair to programming.
Just common sensc.so it probably doesn't make
much sense to Corrections Canada.)

1 HKAg
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Iley, they did loll us learning these new skills
would result in a new job for us.
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Peace and Non - Violence

Watoto - Their Hope, Our Hope
by Astrid Literski

Without the desire to see a bunch of children and chaperones, the Watoto Children
Choir, to perform inside the bounds of Nova Institution for Women, I would not dare to look
my fear of derision (mockery) in the eye. I like to write, I am passionate about it, and when
Denise, Director of Programs, asked me if I could write an article, my longtime performing-
pessimism voice (parroted) loudly, "No, no, no, nol Don't do it! You cannot do it! No, don't,
don't, don't!" But here I am writing! Let me tell you about the Watoto fundraiser project that
fell inside our bounds.

I wonder if Alfred, our warden, the day he received the call from the Watoto Child
Care Ministry, struggled with his thoughts. Does someone, having reached a position of
authority, have doubts and nagging voices telling him not to do what he spontaneously
wants to do? Building a House - Building a Community!?

Here we are in the midst of a unique fundraiser, more or less a "brickraiser" ifwe want to be
correct in Corrections. Thanks to Alfred's relentless enthusiasm and Monica's extended
team-leading skills (fearlessly she jumped into the seat of "fundraising chair"), we are building
omnidirectional community, outside ofand within Nova. The commitment was set in bricks
sometime in February; that's when Monica approached different staff members to oversee
the eight different committees. Charlene, Unit Manager, alongside Monica went from house
to house to share the idea of a fundraiser while collecting input from the women. The first
major question raised: "If we would like to donate money from our Savings Account, would
this be considered a transfer of funds and deducted from our $500 spending allowance for
the year?" Many more questions arose from there on, and answers were needed before
action could be taken.

The women, the staff and the vibrant community of volunteers are currently pooling
talents, energies and gifts together to build one house, Nova House, in the Watoto village in
Uganda, Africa. This Nova - meaning new beginning - House will be home for eight orphaned
children and one housemother. It will not only be the children's new beginning ofjoining a
family, it will be our new beginning of joining a community outside of the fence, and even
across the ocean.

Women residing in the Secure Unit have brought to the Behavior Counselor Lisa's attention
that they would like to see Watoto, not only as a short-termproject, but also as a year-round
mission. They want to see Watoto being kept alive in ongoing efforts to support the children
of Watoto. Lisa made up and organized the printing of the pamphlets that are currently
being distributed, sent and given out on a national and correctional level. I surely hope you
have seen one; if not, let us know because we would love for you to have one, and we would
love it even more if you sent us your tangible contribution.

(editors' note: The Religious Society ofFriends, also known as the Quakers, sponsor this regularlyfeatured column.
Contributors are invited to write on issues ofPeace, Non-Violence, Forgiveness and Reconciliation.)
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Symbolically, the donations are
transformed into bricks; that's why it is a
"brickraiser", with the exchange rate of one
hundred dollars being equal to one brick.
Lisa's partner designed a brick on paper. For
every brick donated, a paper brick is glued
to the "Nova House" model in the V&C area

of the Institution. It is the kind of

thermometer that indicates where we are at

the scheme of building. This primed plywood,
shaped like a house, was made and provided
by Kelly's (Assistant Warden Management
Services) neighbor.

The house was fixed onto the wall by
the maintenance department and is currently
being painted by Mandy. When the house had >

"How old is you son, Sarah?" Mandy asked.

"He's six years old," said Sarah. Many shared
that on her kids' last visit, the painted house
got truthfully critiqued by their honest minds.

I gathered by now that I am not the
only one working on this task and struggling
with challenging, self-directed condemnation
and sensitivities towards criticism. Mandy
feels her painting isn't good enough; the
feedback she longs for has not yet been
received. It was brought to her attention that
she was not supposed to paint the wall of
the house because the bricks would cover it.

This comment seemingly drained her and
not yet been built up with paper bricks, sheWenthusiasm is low, yet she dips and swirls
painted cartoon-like pictures onto the wall .;;.;.the brush on the margarine lid (inmate-made
of the house to make it cheerfully attractive, painter's palate) and one stroke is followed
Yesterday, when I walked by, Mandy stood:' by another; flowers find depth. The time
on the chair painting the roof of the house'.. ;x.pressure ofthe deadlineappears to lay heavy
While I settled into the chair close to her, she
expressed some frustration. "Right now I'm
stumped!" she said. "I'm trying to figure out
what exactly to put on this house that fits
the theme of what we're doing."

Until this point she had painted a
giraffe, a horse, tree, window, an elephant

on the artistic soul she has been gifted with.

Luckily, the children for whom this artwork
is created will have a direct connection to the
art because perfectionism and expectation
has not blurred their vision yet.

I look closer and I am curious now

spitting water and three children with dark t about what my Inner Child sees in the images
brown skin color. In the center, an open bqbk* ^iaitd Little Me answers: "The giraffe with the
jumps at me, and I can read, "follow your.largest heart of all animals has immense

compassion, the window opens up to a new
view, the tree grows and transforms, the water
the elephant sprays is the blessing, the horse
is known for its strength and the open book
stands for its giving wisdom. When all the
bricks cover Mandy's art, the eye may not
see that the house was built on a blessed

synergy that compassionately transforms
strength into wisdom.

heart / to find your dreams / over the"
rainbow / and under streams / flying high
about the tree or...drifting sweetly in the
breeze."

Mandy read this when she was ten and
she never forgot about it. Sarah came by to
tell Mandy that her son, on his last visit,
thought it was awesome.

A conversation from mother to mother took

place, and Sarah shared in a warm voice that
her son couldn't read the first time he came

to see her, on her previous bit, but now that
he can read, he noticed Mandy's poem right
away.

Natasha walks into the conversation.

She compliments Mandy's artwork. "You're
doing a real good job!"

Many responds, "It's not good enough."

Natasha replies more eagerly, "It's nice! I
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think you did a good job!"

The paintbrush has not yet stopped stroking the plywood, and flowers blossom and
vines climb up on the roof. "I really like the flowers." Mandy comments, "but I don't like this
deadline. Good things take time!"

When I inquire about Natasha's involvement in the fundraiser, she explains to me
that she, in cooperation with Roxanne and Emily, worked on the fleece blankets in the
Structured Living Unit (SLE). Natasha cut alongside the fleece material while Roxanne and
Emily tied the strings Natasha had cut into decorative knots. These fleece blankets were
sold at the "Treasure, Trash, and Trinkets" sale that was held last Saturday at the Legion
Hall in Truro.

In continuing my very first attempt to interview the women inside, I clumsily engaged
Jodi in a conversation. Well, Jodi's facial expression read loudly, "What is she up to?" I
immediately confessed to what was behind my questioning. Jodi's laugh was infectious and
I was thankful for her to offer to write something down for me. This is what she wrote:

*o

"I participated in the raising of funds for the Watoto mission by taking clippings of
plants and growing them to sell at the craft sale. This made me feel very useful and helpful.
It made me feel very good to be of benefit to people who are in need. I realize by doing this
that I am more than just a drug addict or criminal; rather I am a member of society.
Sincerely, Jodi."

Wow! That having been said, I run into Trudi who was here when the Watoto Children's
Choir performed for the first time, two years ago. She told me she has her own opinion of
this fundraiser. I want to hear it, because Trudi isn't shy holding back her thoughts and
feelings, and I had not yet heard anything come out of her mouth that didn't hold valuable
food for thought.

"They let these cute kids come all the way from Africa and they take our money, but
what is it that we do for our own children? Nothing!" One could say Trudi is angry and we
could judge and dismiss her very raw feelings of maybe hurt hiding behind the anger. I
wonder if once Trudi was a child that longed for love, affection and acceptance, and I
wonder if we were there for her as we are here for the children of Africa? Are we?

Soon I shall hear from her how she came to form her opinion. Later on that same
day Trudi walks into the Restorative Justice meeting and introduces herself to Susan, the
volunteer from the John Howard Restorative Justice Society in Truro, with the biggest
smile. Susan shares her excitement over the positive publicity the Watoto Fundraiser has
gotten from the local paper, Truro Daily News. On that topic Trudi speaks up, but this time
she gives us all her reason for why she feels the way she feels about this fundraiser.A few
years ago her nephew fell out of a tree and when she asked the Institution to help, and allow
her to fundraise for a wheelchair, she didn't get the support she had asked for.

There was silence in the room of us gathered offenders, who came together to discuss, seek
and envision how restorative justice can be a part of our families and communities, how
crime can be prevented so others don't do what we have done. Now, we are challenged by
what wasn't done, giving Trudi the support, assistance and permission to give back to her
own family in her capability inside the bounds of Nova.
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Coincidentally, I received a response from the director of the
National Association of Friendship Centres (NAFC), Ottawa,
to which an invitation for a donation was sent. In the letter

he informs us of the work NAFC is doing for youth and
communities in Canada. To my surprise, I was relieved that
no money was sent to us, contrary to my urgently wanting to
know that funds are coming in, but Trudi's thoughts put a
different view on my want. The director's well-wishes felt good
enough to me because I see that encouragement and
acknowledgment are as worthy as any donation made.

While walking the loop with a dear sister, I approached
Carline with my journalistic enterprise, only more frankly
than with Jodi. Carline crocheted numerous hats, many rugs,
and bags, all from donated wool and fabric ends. All of what
she crafted was sold at the "Treasure, Trash and Trinkets"
sale. A community member, who liked Carline's rug design,
placed one order that he wished to gift his daughter at her
wedding. She honestly says that when she first heard of the
project, she was not going to do anything for it. But then she
had all these handmade items sitting in storage in Admissions
and Discharge (A&D) and felt this was a way of downsizing.
By the successful sale of her wool and fabric art, Carline
sees a business proposition in it, which delights her. Other
than that, she feels some mixed emotions and finds it difficult
to support this fundraiser with all her heart.

Tanya, like Trudi, met the Watoto Children's Choir, and
like last time, she is again making colorful friendship bracelets
with Nadia. These will be given to the children after the concert.
This year she made more bracelets so that some could be sold
at the crafts sale. Tanya had, prior to her incarceration,
volunteered for many AIDS coalitions and excitedly contacted
her connections for addresses. Tanya and I worked together
on the letter writing campaign and it was such a joy getting
letters sent nationally to all sorts of organizations and
businesses. With Tanya's fundraising experience and expertise,
we were able to put a cover letter together. We altered the letter
for her purposes for those addressed to organizations fighting
the spread of AIDS worldwide, while my letter emphasized the
restorative aspect of this project and its receivers' efforts in the
field of restorative justice. There were 350 letters sent out and
Tanya's precious one went to the Elton John AIDS Foundation
in California. She hopes to receive solid support from this
foundation as she has witnessed their support for other AIDS
coalitions.

I asked her what she wanted the reader of her letters to

know. "It was important for me to get across that people need
to be aware that other countries suffer from these epidemics
and these issues more than we do."

ASK

OUT OF

BOUNDS !?

Do you have a question about
our magazine?

About William Head?

About life in prison?

You can write to us. the staff

of Out ofBounds, or to any
of the authors whose writing

you sec in this issue
(and we will gladly forward

it to them).
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"Why do they suffer more?" I asked.

"Because we have a government and a medical system that takes care of our own
people. People in war-torn countries, like Uganda, suffer immensely, often alone and without
any help. We need to step up to the plate."

Since I heard some questionable voices in regards to the fundraiser, I was curious if
Tanya had heard dissatisfaction amongst the women and she said, "Women who are not
directly involved probably need to be more informed of day-to-day changes. I think if they
knew of these changes, especially how much has been raised up to today, they would feel
pride and enthusiasm about the project."

A newspaper was created for the women at Nova and distributed on March 9, 2007.
Stephanie, with guidance from Margie the teacher, created the newsletter. We expected to
have a followup newsletter to send out today, but some unforeseen difficulties arose. Margie
needed a picture ofwomen working on Watoto in the Secure Unit. The Inmate Committee of
the Secure Unit donated $400 from their budget, and a lot of work has been done for the
Watoto project from there. Unfortunately the women willbe under-represented in my reporting
due to the fact that maximum secure women are separated from the general population.

"Ofall the fundraisers I have been involved in, out of every AIDS Coalition of the last
ten years in my life, this has touched my heart the most," says Tanya, and when I asked her
how working on Watoto has affected her? "It has opened my eyes to see difficulties that
children go through, that are unknown to us because we live in a comfortable country. The
things that a small institution like Nova is capable of doing blows my mind away. I feel
empowered to witness this collection of funds for the children of the Watoto village!"

Many more women that have not been named, have contributed to Watoto through
knitting projects, birdhouse painting, rug making and preparation for the crafts sale. Raylene,
our Inmate Chairperson, contacted other federal female institutions for donations, painted
a birdhouse and most importantly she successfully found an answer to that vital question
mentioned above. Yes, we women can use our funds from our savings accounts without
losing a transfer and without cutting into our allowable spending amount of $500 a year to
make a donation towards the Nova House. Way to go, Raylene!

Here is an excerpt from the cover letter that was sent out by Tanya and myself: "The
Watoto Children's Choir inspired us to use our time in the spirit of restoration and
transformation 'till the day they arrive here at Nova Institution for a performance on April
24, 2007. With their offer to sing for us, we want to offer them our resource of time to
fundraise for them."

A month into this project I'd like to add that this offer not only allowed us to work
together with staff and volunteers on something bigger than our daily grind, but it allowed
me to see the humanity in the uniformed individuals that work here. No worries! The
boundaries are still clear and enforced, but we are currently experiencing that we can build
a house with the knowledge that we can build a community. Let's not ever forget that!

Now the one question is left:

"Will we do the same for children within our own community, so that they don't follow our
footsteps into this confined space?"
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Volunteers

Wanted
The inmate population at William Head Institute is reaching out to the Out of Bounds

readership and their friends for individuals interested in enriching an inmate's life by
volunteering some of their spare time. There is a lot of "raw" talent among the inmate
population here at the institution, and we are asking for members of the public to help hone
that talent.There are many groups from the community that donate their time here at William
Head Institution.

The following is a list of groups that regularly visit the institution: John Howard
Society, Restorative Justice, AA, NA, Intrepid theatre Group and Life Ring. Volunteers are
welcome to participate in any institutional groups where they feel that their talents will be
put to good use with the inmate population.At present, we are seeking volunteers who are
willing to offer their time and expertise to fill a whole host of positions, including (but not
limited to) activities such as: being a citizen escort, a woodworking and/or carving instructor,
a glasswork instructor, a sports instructor ( yoga, nutritionist, tennis instructor, weight
trainer, etc), a music instructor to teach a musical instrument, creative arts instructors to
teach such things as drama, drawing, painting, public speaking, creative writing, etc.

Being a volunteer can be a personally enriching experience as well as an enjoyable
time. As a small token of our appreciation, several times throughout the year volunteers are
invited as our guest to a wide array of special functions here at the institution. In closing,
we'd like to express the vital role that volunteers play in helping to prepare inmates for their
successful reintegration back into the community. If you, or someone you know is interested
in volunteering, or would like more information on volunteering, please see the contact
information below.

Thank you Sincerely

Inmate Committee

William Head Inst.

Wally Klein
Social Programs Officer
Wally.Klein@csc-scc.gc.ca
William Head Institution

6000 William Head Road

Victoria, BC
Tel.250-391-7041

Fax.250-391-7067

A v-

I am not sure Who enjoys themselves more,

myself or the prisoners.
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AROUND THE "PEN"INSULA

Volunteer Appreciation
Dinner

April 24th 2013 was the
time for thanks, it was a
chance for many of us to let
the volunteers know how

much they mean to us. The
dinner was well attended,
we had volunteers from A.A,
N.A, Restorative Justice,
LifeRing, The John Howard
Society, N.V.C, the Chapel,
C.A.C, the W.H.O's and our
Citizen Escorts.

Rick and his collection

of volunteers did well in

preparing a great assort
ment of food and beverage
and made sure that all of

our guests were well taken
care of and comfortable.

The evening began with a
few words from the Chair

man of the Inmate Commit

tee, Rick spoke of the care
that the volunteers of Will

iam Head Institution show

the men here.

He reminded us all that

the absence of judgment
makes the men feel like

people do care and that
helps the men it provides
them with hope and prom
ise.
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The Warden of William

Head was introduced by Rick
and spoke with passion and
sincerity, it was clear by the
reception he received that his
message was welcomed.

" We need to work together
to push the edge of reintegra
tion",

he praised the volunteers
and the work that they do,

" What you do for people
lives on, the work that you do
is a very important part of the
lives of the men here."

I was personally heart
ened by the mention of col
lective efforts to achieve a de

sired result, in times of frus
tration.

Remember "nobody can do
everything, but ever3'body
can do something".

The speech allowed everyone
in the room, to remember to

work together, we all play a
vital role in bettering not only
our own lives, but the lives of
everyone else around us.

Norm, from the Citizen's
Advisory Committee, had a
few words to say , he
explained to the audience

what his role was with the

C.A.C. Norm said.

" We come and speak with
the inmates about what is

going on in the institution, we
try to keep the administration
in check, that's sometimes a
fun thing", everybody
chuckled and applauded the
service that the C.A.C docs

for the cons and the CSC.

The Assistant Warden of In

tervention spoke next, he
spoke of his own
volunteerism in the commu

nity and the personal enrich
ment he feels b}' helping oth
ers.

With a profound statement
he equated volunteerism with
integrity,

" doing work for others that
is not always recognized", this
is integrity, this is compas
sion and community.

The final speaker was our
Head of the Programs
department, he thanked all
the volunteers and spoke of
the joy he gets at

"being able to put a face to
all the emails".

The repeated recognition of



of the great effects that volunteers have on this institution should not be lost on us, volun
teers not only provide a tremendous source of strength for the cons, but they also help the
administration.

Whether you have people coming in to help guys deal with substance abuse issues,
personal spiritual issues or community outreach, the service is irreplaceable. We are lucky
to have citizen escorts that help to facilitate Escorted Temporary Absences for the men here,
I know there is hope that the number of these escorts will rise in the future, the benefits of
citizen escorts is very important for the reintegration of local cons and assimilation by guys
going into a community unfamiliar to them.

After a bite to eat and some mingling, Rick returned to the podium for some serious
business. Wc had a chance to hear from fellow con, a lifer, who was in William Head some
time ago. We heard a story of success, redemption and volunteerism. This man now comes
into William Head to help men who were just like him, struggling, looking for the support
they need to turn their life around. Truly inspiring.

There were a number of individual who needed to be recognized for their service, we
had a number of volunteers who have volunteered here for quite sometime and we thought
it would be great if they had an award of recognition for their lengthy acts of compassion
and service.

5 Years of Volunteerism - Creighton, Gloria, Ian, Anne, Hank, and Joanna.

10 Years of Volunteerism - Larry, Agnes, David, Doreen, Fran, Susan, Mike, Bob
Carla, Lynn and Linda.

20 Years of Volunteerism - Arlon & Jackie

Congratulations to all of the recipients, your service, your compassion and your
dedication means more to the men than could ever be spoken. We would be lost without
your warmth and kindness.

The final event of the evening was a raffle, the door prizes consisted of four very nice
carved treasure chests. These chests were crafted in our Hobby shop and having them as
door prizes was once again just a small token of how much we appreciate everything that
the volunteers do for us.

The evening was a great success, I want to thank Rick and his helpers, Derek and
the rest of the men who help bring this wonderful evening together. I am looking forward to
the year to come, hope to see more volunteers, you're the best.
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TCI OK Run

On Sunday April 28th 2013 was the annual TC 10K Run, by all accounts the race was
a tremendous success. The weather was a little cool and windy but the runners perse
vered and gave a great showing. We had twelve runners in the competiton, the race was
lead by Tom with Chad in second place followed by Tim in third. Very quickly behind
them was a group of runners which included James, Miles, Sonny and Chad S.

We had some people who chose to walk the course, this is no easy feat either, they
were eager to participate and that was awesome, they should be very proud of themselves
for walking the whole course.

As the runners past through the checkpoint you could see the varying looks of diffi
culty and struggle across their sweaty brows, clearly these men were pushing themselves
to achieve some of their personal best lap times.

The winner, Tom finished the race with a time of 42:17.

Coming in second was Chad M with a time of 45:08.

In third place was Miles with a time of 51:21

The rest of the field finished in the following order:

Tim Lane:

James:

Tom:

Jeff:

Sonny:
JF:

Chad S:

Bal:

Garry:

52:11

52:11

54:36

55:22

56:40

1:12:51

1:19:48

1:35:15

1:35:25

Great run guys, can't wait till next years competition!!!!

All that running in prison better help me now!!!
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Aries (March 21 - Apr. 19) Leo (July 23 - August 22) Sagifs(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

While it's true you're very social
( you devil you), you also like to

spend time alone because you enjoy
arts and crafts. This weekend might
be an excellent time to pursue soli
tary activities. Relations with part
ners and friends are a bit stiff. No

big deal, really.

Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)

Co - workers are not as cooperative
as you wish today. You have the feel
ing you're the only one rowing the
boat. People are a bit standoffish
because they feel wary and mistrust
ful. An easy give and take is hard to
establish. So what? Just do the best

you can. Eh?

Many ofyou feel so socially respon
sible you leap into the conversation
at the first sign ofdead air. Give that
one up today,especiallythisevening.
People aren't too coochy - coo to
day. A strong element of reserve
makes everyone distant and tight •
lipped. (Are there two n's in anal?)

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

You feel broke today. This feeling
doesn't get any better as the day
wears on either.But feeling broke is
partly perception. All you have to do
is be way more broke momentarily,
then you're happy to be back broke
the way you are now. Capice?

inspired by Double Dee

You might feel a bit ticked off with
a friend or an acquaintaince or a
member of a group. It's probably
even subtler than that. Ignore these
feelings. But be aware that people
are a bit with drawn today. It's hard
to establish mutual trust. (Can you
spare a twenty?)

Capri's (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

This is not theday to go to your boss
andmakea pitchor ask foranything.
Favors will not be granted. They
have drained the moat and thejester
has retired for the evening. That
means this is not the day to talk to
the Grand Formage.

Gemini(May 21 - June 20) Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) AquariusQan. 20 - Feb. 18)

Relations with lovers and romantic

interests are guarded even strained.
(There is only somuch theycanget
through a sieve, ya know?) don't
make a big deal about this. All rela
tionships move closer then recede
again. Back and forth like the tide.
Like the oozy, squishy mud!

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Bepatient with familymembers, es
pecially this evening. It's not an ideal
time to entertain at home. You'll all

stand around like a Grant Wood

painting taking turns holding the
pitchfork. Boring. Don't expect too
much of others, and don't expect
too much ofyourself.

You mighthave difficultyrelatingto
others today, especially, parents,
bosses, teachers and VIP's. You
might even feel lonely and a bit cut
off. Don't bother madly thumbing
throughyourRoledex.Downdeep,
your not feeling that social. Admit
it.Good evening for a prison maga
zine.

Scorpio(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Plans for publishing, returning to
school, travel or signing up for ex
citingclassessuddenlylookunattain
able or not that practical. You can
wallow in this today if you'd like.
But by Monday,things looksurpris
ingly different. I kid you not.( It's
always darkest before pitchblack).

Don't be discouraged if travel plans
or anythingconnectedwithpublish
ing,themedia,andhighereducation
look like there stalled in water.

Althought there could be a tempo
rary glitch today - things might look
entirelydifferentby Monday.Then
again, they might not.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

You might be dissapointed by the
amount you get for something. Or
your partner might get less, which
means you get less. Or inheritances
are disputed. Something you ex
pected didn't come through like
you'd hoped. Bummer. (Small po
tatoes really.)
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Subscriptions

$18.00 per year
$32.00 for 2 years

send a cheque or money
order with your name and

address on a separate
piece of paper to:

Out ofBounds Magazine

6000 William Head Rd

Victoria BC

V9C - 0B5

Canada

Ifyou've moved, please
notify us ASAP!

The Foundation

When I look in your eyes
I can see my own

Straight love manifested
In flesh and bone

You're a breath of fresh air
In this world of shit

You were born to be a soldier
Don't ever forget

By D- Boy

IDEAS?
Now that this issue of Out ofBounds has been completed. We
facethetask of securing writing to assemble thenextissue. We
welcome all material and comments you might have. Please send
them to:

OutofBounds Magazine
6000 William Head Road

Victoria BC V9C0B5 (Canada)

We aren't going anywhere anytime soon. Send usyour writing,
questions, orsomething you have tosay. It isour jobtopublish
your writing!

PRISON JUSTICE DAY ~ AUGUST 10
The Vancouver Prisoners'Justice Day Committee is looking for: ARTWORK, POETRY,

and WRITTEN WORKS concerning August 10th - for publication in the
2013 Prison Justice Day Bookletof PrisonerWritings &Art

Published writings may also be read atthe Annual Prison Justice Day Rally.
We arealsoseeking artwork to be used on Rally posters andT-shirts.

We appreciate all contributions, let us know if it's Ok to publish your name.
pleasesend yoursubmissions as soon as possible to:

Prisoners'Justice DayCommittee
PO Box78005,1755 East Broadway

Vancouver BC V5N 5W1
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LEGAL

LANDMARK APPEAL

The Canadian Press

Mandatory Minimums may harm
some, Ottawa says, a Special Ontario panel
to consider constitutionality of thorny issue

A small group of people might be
harmed by mandatory minimum sentences
for gun crimes, but parliament is
entitled to deference in how it tries

to enhance public safety, the
federal government argues.

The point is one of
many Ottawa is making in
support of the thorny
issue of mandatory
minimums, as
Ontario's highest
court gets set to
hear a number of

landmark cases.

A special five
judge panel of the
Court of Appeal for
Ontario will consider the

constitutionality of minimum sentences for
several gun crime laws in six cases that are
set to be heard together from Tuesday to
Friday.

The mandatory minimums were struck
down in one case and upheld in the rest -
though narrowly in one - and hearing all of
them at the same time gives the court the
opportunity to send a uniform message in a
currently fragmented landscape. Ontario's
attorney general has carriage of the
prosecution of these cases, but the federal
government is adding it's voice to the fight
as intervener.

The Canadian Civil Liberties Association, The
African Canadian Legal Clinic and The John
Howard Society are also intervening.

NEWS

The Justice Department arguments, as laid
out in court documents, focus on the three

year mandatory minimum sentence for
unlicensed possession of a loaded restricted
or prohibited gun - weapons such as
handguns, machine guns and sawed off
shotguns. The penalty, enacted in 2008 as
part of a Conservative omnibus crime bill,
raised the minimum sentence from one year.

An Ontario Superior Court judge struck
down the law last year as

unconstitutional, ruling that it
constituted cruel and unusual

punishment for Leroy Smickle,
who was caught alone in his

boxers in his cousin's

apartment posing with a
loaded handgun while
taking pictures of

himself to post on
Facebook.

Critics in the legal
community say
mandatory
minimums don't

reduce crime and do

more harm than good.

The federal government concedes in court
documents that one of the potentially harmful
effects of the law is that a " small number of
offenders" will have to spend longer in prison
than they would without the three year
minimum.

" Parliament, however, is entitled to take a
sterner view of the seriousness of this offence,
based on it's appreciation of evolving social
conditions and values" it wrote in court
documents. " It is also entitled to limit judicial
discretion in pursuit of that goal. Parliament
has sought to enhance public safety by
deterring criminal misuse of firearms, and
it's entitled to deference in pursuit of that
objective."
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In it's court documents Ottawa details the
rules and regulations surrounding gun
ownership, particularly the very strictly
regulated handguns.

" Licensing and registration of restricted and
prohibited firearms serve an important public
safety function because police have ready
access to records kept in the Canadian
Firearms Registry" the government lawyers
wrote.

" This allows police to know whether or what
kind of registered firearm might be present
at a given place".

That argument is one that was used by police
chiefs in support of
keeping the long - gun
registry, which the
Tories scrapped last
year.

The registry still
captures other firearms.
The mandatory
minimums were

enacted in response to
the scourge of illegal
handguns, the federal
government says in its
court documents.

The three year penalty
is not cruel and unusual, Ottawa argues,
because anyone convicted had to knowingly
possess a loaded, prohibited or restricted gun
either without authorization or without

license.

" This offence therefore criminalizes conduct

that creates a real and imminent risk of

serious bodily harm or death to individuals"
government lawyers argue.

The Appeal Court arguments will likely centre
around the cases of Smickle and Hussein

Nur, who were convicted of the same offence.
Nur pleaded guilty after he was found outside
a community centre with a gun. The judge
upheld the law in Nur's case on a technicality,
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but warned it was vulnerable to being struck
down. Both men deserve the three year
sentence, the governments argue, in fact,
Ontario argues that Smickle deserves up to
four years.

" The loaded handguns they possessed could
have easily discharged when they dropped
or mishandled the handguns, killing a
neighbor or police officer" Ottawa says in its
court documents.

In Smickle's case, Judge Anne Molloy's
conclusions about what Smickle was doing
with the gun - she called it no more "
adolescent preening" - weren't based on the

facts Ontario argues.

The evidence in the

case didn't support her
conclusion that

Smickle found the gun
in his cousin's

apartment

coincidentally right
before police burst in
looking for his cousin,
provincial lawyers say.

This cannot

reasonably be the most
likely explanation for
the respondent's
possession of the

firearm", they say in court documents. "
Rather, it is a farfetched scenario that pushes
the boundaries of plausibility."

When weighing if a law is unconstitutional,
a judge may consider not just the case at
hand, but also what's termed " reasonable
hypotheticals".

In Nur's case, the judge considered several:
A police officer's 18 year old son who shows
off a loaded handgun at a party he was
hosting, a family member who brings a loaded
handgun to a shooting range for a relative
who is too busy to get their own gun from
home, a man who forgets to register a gun
after buying it in the U.S
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The Racoons' Lament
by Michael King

"Order, order, my God can't you
see we're trying to have a meeting
here!"

Uncle Jack called out in a loud

| authoritative voice. He was obviously
annoyed at our boisterous "can't sit
still" attitude. But for the most of us

it was the first official meeting we'd
ever been to.

Uncle Jack was older than any of us.
Some said that he'd seen at least 113

moons, but I was sure he was much
older than that. As he took his first

drag on the pipe, his old weathered
grey whiskers made him look like an
ancient scribe.

Smoking was something he'd
picked up from the humans, and
we loved the sweet smell of the

IBavarian Cavandish smoke as it
:urled upwards to the roofof the
:rowded burrow.

He'd found the pipe many years ago washed
up on the rocky shoreline.The humans had
given Uncle Jack the tobacco and something
else that was a funny green colour. Uncle said
that he seldom smoked the funny green stuff
as he found it gave him a ravenously
insatiable hunger for food.

He said it also had caused him to chase his
wife around the burrow for hours with, as he
called it, "a desire of the most carnal nature."
I didn't exactly know what carnal meant, but
my mother told me it was why there were so
many of us around today.

"Now you all know why we're here," he said
gruffly. "There's too many of you going to the
same houses for food, and travelling in groups
that are too large. The Green Jackets have
fed us again and again, but you don't seem
to be able to get it through your furry heads
that the Blue Jackets will start trapping and
shipping us..." a shiver went through the
crowd, "and sending us..." a gasp went up
from the back of the burrow, "to the outer
darkness," Uncle Jack said as he slowly
removed his spectacles.

The burrow became deathly silent. The
"outer darkness" was that horrible place
where the Green Jackets did not live. A place-
where food was not served freely every night.
It was a place that we racoons considered to
be like jail. Although we all shuddered at the
gloomy prospect of being ejected from the
Green Jackets' benevolence, we knew that
there was simply too many of us for them to
continuously supply with food.

We had to come up with a solution
quickly. We who were young thought that the
sole purpose of the humans was to satisfy
our needs. They seemed friendly enough. One
night my family of 11 had sat outside one of
the burrows and we had been served a
sumptuous feast of noodles and bread
scraps. I still lick my paws at the memory.
But now, according to Uncle Jack, our happy
days could all come to an abrupt end. Too
many of us hanging out together would bring
down "the heat" and could ultimately result
in our becoming cast off into that place of
weeping and gnashing of paws. How come
some of the humans were so kind and others
so cruel.

It was unthinkable.

"Now, I know that you young ones will
find this hard to understand, but not all of
the humans here at this place called William
Head are kind and gentle towards us. The
Green Jackets we don't need to worry about,
in fact, I'm certain they would invite us into
their burrows to live if they could," Uncle Jack
said with a chuckle, remembering his own
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experience inside one of their enormous burrows. He had been treated to fried chicken,
strawberry yogurt, and other delicious delicacies. The Green Jackets had earned a warm
place in Uncle Jack's heart.

"Why can't we live in their burrows, Uncle Jack?" a young voice in the back of the
room asked, creating a murmur through the crowd.

"Because the Green Jackets are ruled by the Blue Jackets. They are the ones that we
should be worried about. Do any ofyou recallever being fed by a Blue Jacket?" Uncle Jack
asked seriously.

"No Uncle," a lone voice said, with a hum of agreement behind him.

"Then we must get rid of the Blue Jackets," Uncle Jack said calmly, creating an
uproar in the burrow.

I don't remember all the details of that night, but I do recall a plan was set in motion
to deal with the Blue Jackets. For weeks afterwards, it was all my parents spoke of around
our burrow. Uncle Jack was directing the entire scheme, called Operation Blue Water, and
although I didn't know all the particulars, I was given a special job to do, along with the
others my age. We were given the insulting task of peeling logs and lashing them together.
I hated myjob, contemptuously calling it beavers'work, not something any self-respecting
racoon would lower himself to. Uncle Jack came around one day and assured us that we
were doing something of enormous value, and to not lag in the task we'd been assigned to.
We believed him when he told us that this was our finest hour, and that racoons down
through the next millennium would honour us
for our courageous stand.

The adults trained continually, watching
the Blue Jackets' movements, timing them as
they went to and from the Green Jackets'
burrows. Occasionally the Blue Jackets would
take one of the Green Jackets to a small burrow
where he'd remain for several days. This small
burrow was called "the hole", and we thought
that perhaps the only reason he was taken
there was because he had fed some of us.

This of course strengthened our resolve to
liberate our benefactors, the perception that
by ridding the Green Jackets of the Blue
Jackets' control we would all greatly benefit.
At last, the night of Operation Blue Water was
upon us, and Uncle Jack solemnly said that
he expected "every racoon to do his duty".

Sharon and Bill, a team of Blue Jackets,
were carrying out their usual count chores in
Alpha Unit, as they had many times before.
But tonight would be anything but usual.
Sharon was the first to notice an unusually
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large concentration ofracoons directly behind
the burrow called A-3.

"Bill, would you look at that! I knew
the racoon population was getting larger, but
that's unreal," Sharon stammered
incredulously.

"Hell Sharon, look at them, there's got
to be at least a hundred of them. I'd better

radio the main gate, I..." But before Bill could
radio in, they were upon him.

"The handcuffs,
quickly, quickly!" Uncle Jack
shouted out to the mass of

racoons swarming over the
two guards.

After what seemed like

an eternity, haron and Bill
found themselves prisoners of
the racoons, and they were
being shuffled along towards
the rocky shores behind the
baseball diamond.

"I don't believe this, do
you Sharon?" Bill struggled as
another racoon nipped him on
the leg to keep him going in
the right direction.

They've got a plan here Bill,
and it's not a good one for us,
that's for sure. I could have

sworn that I heard that racoon

just call me a Goddamned
Blue Jacket, or something.

"What the hell is going on here! You
furry little bastards will never get away with
this. You're all going to the hole. No one is
ever going to feed you again, and by God
you're going to pay for this!" the Warden yelled
angrily as one of the racoons sporting a
diabolical grin repeatedly snapped at his
pyjamas.

"Wow, he's really mad, isn't he Bill,"
Sharon said in a frightened tone, directly into
Bill's ear. "He should be. How is he ever going

to explain this to the board
of directors?

CAMS
Community
AdvUt

Mentoring and
Support

CAMS seeks to match trained

community volunteers
(mentors) with suitable,
consenting, soon to be released
prisoners. The goal of this
project is to ensure that
everyone's needs and
expectations are addressed in a
way that will make CAMS a
useful tool in the work of

reintegrating former offenders.

For more information contact

Honora Johannesen

(250)363-0105

Did you hear that Bill?" Sharon said
in a frantic voice as she stumbled forward.

As they crossed the field, they saw the
other guards, support staff, and the Warden
surrounded by several large, vicious-looking
racoons.

Above the chatter of the animals, the
Warden's voice could be clearly heard.

William Head taken over

by racoons! Guards held
hostage by furry bandits. It's
not going to look good in the
press," Bill said half
laughing.

"Seriously Bill, what are
they going to do with us - kill
us?" Sharon said nervously.

"Damned if I know,
Sharon, butjust in case they
do, I want you to know that
IVe always loved you... and
well... would you be my
wife?" Bill stammered.

"Well, I thought you'd
never ask. But you sure
picked one hell of a time to
pop the question. The answer
is yes... oowweee!" Sharon

exclaimed, just as I bit her leg.

The loading began, as the racoons
circled the crowd of Blue Jackets like a group
of sheepdogs, nipping at their heels to force
them onto the huge raft. The barge had taken
months to build, it had been broken up by
the Blue Jackets several times.

We had built it complete with a small shelter
to protect them from the rain, and put food
on board for at least 30 days.
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Uncle Jack was sensitive to their

needs. As far as I was concerned, he was a
lot more worried about them than they had
been about us. But that was just Uncle Jack's
way. One old racoon with a big heart.

After all the Blue Jackets were loaded

onto the raft, Uncle Jack chewed through the
rope that tethered it to the shore. The Blue
Jackets watched in stunned silence as they
sat handcuffed to the raft.

"The dirty little bastards are waving
goodbye to us!" the Warden growled as he
helplessly felt the rat drift out into the strong
current.

It was several days before the Green
Jackets discovered that their controllers were

gone, to our utter amazement, they ran off
into the "outer darkness" beyond the gate.
We all felt sorry for them and wondered if
perhaps they had gone crazy not having the
Blue Jackets around, telling them what to
do. Even Uncle Jack couldn't understand this

behaviour, just shrugging his shoulders and
saying, "humans will be humans!"

It's been several months now since

we've had William Head all to ourselves. So

far we've been able to keep all visitors away
by cleverly disguising ourselves as Blue
Jackets, and acting like them. When anyone
asks a question we just growl or bite them
and they go away.

You have questions about our Magazine?
About William Head?

About life in prison?
You can write to us, the staffofOut ofBounds.
or to any of the authors whose writing you see in
this issue (and we will gladly forward it to them).
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To laugh often and much; to win the respect of
intelligent people and the affection of children; to earn
the appreciation ofhonest critics and endure the betrayal
of false friends; to appreciate beauty, to find the best in
others; to leave the world a bit better, whether by a
healthy child, a garden or a redeemed social condition;
to know even one life has breathed easier because you
have lived. This is to have succeeded.
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Ralph Waldo Emerson
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ONE YEAR

FOR $18.00

TWO YEARS

FOR $32.00
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Human Kjndness poundat!
A Little Good News

In Loving Memory: Bo Lozoff
On November 29, 2012, Bo Lozoffdied in a motorcycle accident. The
other driver didn't see Bo, and turned right infront ofhim. Bo died
immediately. The
other driver, though
not physically in
jured, is devastated
and needs your
prayers.

This newsletter is

dedicated to our

dearfounder and
friend, teacher and
author, builder and

musician. We know

that many ofyou
love him and miss
him deeply, and we
hold you in our
hearts andprayers
as you share this
griefwith us.
In this newsletter,
you 'II see just a few
ofthe hundreds of
drawings and letters
that were sent to us

in response to the
news. You 7/ also see

photos ofsome ofthe
people who are con
tinuing the work of
Human Kindness

Foundation. We 're

committed to keeping
Bo's books available
free to inmates.
We're so grateful to
be here, carrying on
the work that Bo

started, and that he
lovedfor 40 years.

—HKF

In Memory ofBo Lozoff
A poem by Douglas Goetsch

He was a Jew, a Hindu, a Christian,
a Buddhist, a Muslim, a Sufi,
pilgrim, busbandyfather, carpenter.
Mostof all he wasa writerof letters,
and the reason why countless souls
could get up in the morning,
andsleepat nighta liule less angry andafraid,
a little more likely.tosay aprayer
for the troubled world outside,
a world rhey mightneverseeagain.

Picture the worst, thingyou've ever done,
then, picture having to think ofthat heinoos thing
every waking momentof yourlife, .
and picture, mostof all, the place
you would be in, whileyou contemplate it,
cement and razorwire outside, but on
the inside, a localeeven more arid—
that's the placewhere Bo. addressed
his letters, thousands;of them;
telling people^ tolisten toyour better angel,
see the" cell as a world, see theprison block
as a g.uden, see the divine in the faces
of the guards, the bullies, prosecuting •'.-•
attorneys, parole boards; write your daughter,
apologize to your ex-, renounce
your pals—they're notyour friends!— '
forgive yourfather, forgiveyourself.

How many, today, are wandering around
with a letter from Bo in theirpocket,
tucked in a sock, upa shirtsleeve,
down a brassiere, under a bunk mattress—
a folded and refoldednote they've read
againand againuntil theyknow it by heart,
inhaled it and exhaledit in their sleep,
woke up finally determined to do one
good thing, however small, for somebody
other than themselves, and that letter
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always closing with the two words:
Love, Bo.

Love. Bo.

Thousandsof messages sent off
into the vortex of thenight—',
f-eavenworth. Angola, SanQuendn.
Pelican Bay, Huntayille, Stateville,. .
Sing Sing, Attica, Foleom"Prison, /
and (lie Horizon Juvenile Detention Facility,
where an undersized kid from the South Bronx
jumped.up and down inhis puke green jumper
like it was his birthday, a letter from Bo
in hishands, inanswer tohis impossible
problem, and the question:
What would you do?

How many timeshavewe all asked that?
What would Bo do?
The answer's already in thequestion,
the fact thatwe're evenasking,
along with that word at the bottom
of the page: Love.Finda way
to love, get out of the way of love.

We're all doing time, aswe know bynow,
and that mightnot soundso great,
but how lucky we were
that Bo did his time with us.

"

'



There's Still Work to be Done
by Jimmy Wishinski

"...hear me, my chiefs! I
am tired: my heart is sick
and sad. From where the

sun now stands I will fight
no more forever." - Chief

Joseph, October 5, 1877

These words were

spoken almost one
hundred and twenty-six
years ago yet I believe they
still ring true in the ears
of many aboriginal people
today.

When we were

forced to live on reserves

and not allowed to practice
our traditional ways it took

Shor
the heart and spirit out of
the people. It is my belief
that this is the core issue

that has been passed
down through the
generations and is
responsible for a lot of the
problems we face today as
aboriginal people.

There have been

many times in my life that
my heart was "sick and
sad". I gave up the fight
and surrendered to drugs
and alcohol.

I've walked through
most of my life knowing
nothing about my culture
and traditions. When I

came to prison it was uncomfortable going to ceremonies
and it was still "the man" telling me what I could or
could not do in practising my traditions. If it wasn't for
the brothers who fought for us I would never have had
the chance to attend any ceremonies in the first place.
I'm very thankful that there were people who still had
the fight left in them or else we may have lost all of our
culture completely.

While there are those that have fought for us, for people
like myself it's the fight to
reclaim my spirit that has
been the hardest.

Our Elder tells us

that the fire within us is

our spirit. For a lot of us
drugs, alcohol, physical
and sexual abuse have all

but killed that spirit.

The process of
healing that spirit is a long
one that, for me, would not
have been possible without
our ceremonies and

traditions.
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I am very fortunate that I am in William Head
Institution and able to do things that most others
are not. The teachings I have received have fanned
the fire that is my spirit and I finally feel whole again.

Although I have come a long ways form that
first pipe ceremony, that first sweat, and that first
fast, there is still quite a bit of improvement to be
made in myself. There are also changes to be made
in our system.

Our system needs to understand that it is
very difficult to heal in this residential school-like
atmosphere that is CSC. Most of us suffer from the
effects of residential school in one way or the other
and while there are a lot of excellent aboriginal
programs in place, these are not fully recognised
by the Parole Board and are not accredited
programs. Most of the programs that are accredited
come from a cognitive point of view and don't deal
with the feelings. We are made up of physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual parts so how can
we focus on just one aspect of ourselves and expect
to heal?

There are a lot of other questions that need to
be asked and more work needs to be done. Most of

the workhowever needs to be done in the community.
We need to work with the

children, families and
community to build that
spirit so that our people stop

going to prison. |^ STARK RAVEN RADIO

We need to stop
hurting each other and
ourselves.

My heart is happy and
healthy. From where the sun
now stands I will hurt no

more forever.

We take a closer look at the issues of criminalization and

prisons. On air the first Monday of each month from 7-8pm,
on Co-op radio CFRO 102.7 FM in Vancouver (also streaming
live broadcast at www.coopradio.org and on various cable
frequencies).
We are open to letters or writing that can be read on the air as
well as other show ideas. We are always interested in hearing
from prisoners!
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stark-raven@coppradio.oru
Stark Raven c/o Vancouver

Co-operative Radio
110-360 Columbia Street

Vancouver BC V6A4JI

On air number (during show time)
604-684-7561
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Name Branding
by Peter Nancarrow

Our society has become inured to the point where the average person is no longer
even aware of the implications of labelling. This is not a criticism of any one person in
particular so much as a reflection on the society into which the men and women currently
imprisoned for various crimes hope to become reintegrated.

For some years now, heightened awareness amongst health workers and others have
been hammering how important it is to separate the affliction from the person. Thus, it is "a
man with epilepsy" as opposed to "an epileptic" that is becoming more acceptable amongst
caregivers. While this emphasis may appear to be trite, the underlying rationale is that in
our dealings with others, we should be putting "people first". The practice underlines the
fact that, no matter what our afflictions, we are all, at our essence, human beings. I recall
that some fifteen years ago, I was appalled to overhear a physician speaking to his secretary
refer to a woman with breast cancer as "the breast", thereby completely negating that person's
humanity and reducing her, as so often happens in our society, to a number.

Human beings are referred to as "murderers" and "double murderers", as opposed to
"people who have committed murder". Some may scoff at this distinction. The fact remains
that the vast majority of people serving life sentences for murder have committed the crime
once, in the heat of passion. Most sincerely regret the madness that drove them to the
action. Most will never commit such a crime again. Yet they are, for all time, labelled
"murderers". The majority of these men and women have taken so many courses in dealing
with their emotions and reactions effectively that they are a lot safer prospects to meet on a
dark night than many of the average men and women free to be on the street. And this is
simply because the ones who have not been subject to the prison system have not had the
opportunity to study and analyse their own reactions to stress or their own anger and what
triggers it. The average person does not have the tools to deal effectively with sudden
confrontation or unforeseen exposure to violence.

I remember vividly an uncle of mine who lived at the beginning of the last century. In
the face ofenormous opposition from his community, he hired a man who had served many
years in prison for murder. His comment when confronted was, "I'd rather hire a man who's
already made his mistake." I recall withpride, also, the T-shirt worn by the co-ordinator for
volunteers with the John Howard Society. It reads, "Prisoners are People, too!"

I submit that if you call a child "bad" for long enough, eventually the child will believe
you. People who have been imprisoned are already under the burden of enormous guilt for
what they have done. The possibility of successful reintegration with our society as full,
useful, and productive members is made vastly more difficulty if those labels have to be
carried around with them forever. In the interests ofa better society, let's put "People First"!
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LIKE US

FACEBOOK

Dear reader's, subscribers and contributors of Out of Bounds Magazine, I am happy to
announce the addition of a Facebook page to our online footprint. This page has just

been set up and will be bigger and better with every issue. I have been fortunate to have
someone who volunteers their time to being able to update it with new posts.

I am hoping that anyone and everyone who has a Facebook account will go to our page
and hit your like button. I am hoping that this will be but one more way to get the word

out about our magazine, and all the issues that we write and discuss.

I would also like to take the opportunity to ask our faithful readers, for help. I am
hoping that someone in the community might be able to take some time every week and

surf the internet for stories and articles relating to prison, Corrections Canada, crime and
justice, if they could be printed offand sent to me for publication that would be great.

This internet content also helps me, the Editor of this fine magazine, editorialize on
topics that are timely and in need of retort or context. So if someone might be able to

help me that would be great and much appreciated.

Matthew DiMillo

" Allegerfy 'please, 'alleged.'

@>ommtttee 'pOteou&od
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CAMS
Community Adult Mentoring
and Support

L.LN.C
Society

" Hope for the homeless"

CAMS seeks to match trained com

munity volunteers (mentors) with
suitable, consenting, soon to be re
leased prisoners. The goal of this
project is to ensure that everyone's
needs and expectations are ad
dressed in a way that will make
CAMS a useful tool in the work of

reintegrating former offenders.
For more information contact:

Honora Johannesen or

AndrewMcWhinnie

(250) 363-0105
07mcwhinnieaj@csc-scc.gc.ca

33270 14th Avenue

Mission, B.C
V2V - 4Z7

Toll Free in B.C : 1-877-424-4242

Tel: 604-820-1015

Fax:604-814-0093

www. lincsociety.bc.ca
http://www.facebook.com/LINCSociety

Out ofBounds Resources
Religious Society of Friends
1831 Fern Street

Victoria BCV8R1S2

Prisoners' Legal Services /
West Coast Prison Justice Society
204 - 32450 Simon Avenue

AbbotsfordBC V2T4J2

Ann Pollak, Executive Director
Toll Free at 1-866-577-5245

(you must have a referral from the
Legal Services Society Call Centre
at 1-888-839-8889)

Law Centre Association

1221 Broad Street

Victoria BC V8W 2A4

phone & fax (250) 480-0339

Fraser Region Community Justice
Initiatives Association

Victim Offender Mediation

100 - 20678 Eastieigh Cresc.

LangleyBC V3A4C4

John Howard Society
2675 Bridge Street
Victoria BCV8T4Y4

Victoria Community Chaplaincy
1611 Quadra St, "The Cottage"
Victoria BC V8W 2L5
phone (250) 480-7480

Prison Arts Foundation

111 Darling Street
Brantford ON N3T2K8

phone (519) 752-7405
fax (519)752-7367

Positive Living Society of BC
1107 Seymour St., 2nd Floor
Vancouver, BC V6B 5S8
POP Line: 604-525-8646

Toll Free: 1-877-900-2437

kathleenc@positivelivingbc.org

Out of Bounds Magazine
6000 William Head Rd

Victoria BC V9C 0B5

Rittenhouse: A New Vision

202- 157 Carlton Street

Toronto ON MSA 2K.3

phone (416) 972-9992
fax (416) 923-8742
e-mail ritten@interlog.com

Dr. Robert Gaucher

Journal ofPrisoners on
Prisons

University ofOttawa
PO Box 450 Stn A

135-25 University Road
Ottawa ON KIN 6N5

Restorative Justice Coalition

6000 William Head Road
Victoria BC V9C 0B5

Alternatives to Violence
Project
Victoria, British Columbia
phone (250) 386-2887

share your
resources with us!
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Untitled

As I sit here at this table Counting all the
things I miss,

One thing has become certain, is how
much I miss your kiss.

If I can't save wishes in a bottle, I would
give them all to you

And ask you what you dreamed of and
make them all come true.

If I could fly to the heavens and capture the
stars in the sky,

I would do it in a blink, just to show you
how hard I try.

If I could be granted one wish, and one
wish alone,

I would wish for quality time to be spent
with you at home.

C. Cassin

The Other

Those on the outside looking in feel the
chill,

Of that there's no doubt.

Each one a stranger, no matter how big the
clique

Each one looking out.

The war machine grinds onward,
There's room for you inside.

Hate who you're told, serve when you're
sold,

Let the whole stack ride.

Don't care what you say, at the end of the
day,

You're none the richer.

When you're snagged like a trout, don't
ever doubt,

They'll be snapping the picture.

P.Williams
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Deep In Your Soul

Come with me so you can see
how I feel in this place of steel.

When I sit here all alone thinking
about the things that went wrong

No regret is going to bring me home,
because I did so wrong, I lost my family,

everything that matters to me,
I pass the point of no return, right in hell

I'm gonna burn.

I am the guy that goes all the way no
matter what they all say,

I didn't know

At that day, that there would be
HELL to pay.

You can tear a poem apart to see what
makes it tick, you're back with the mystery

of having been moved by words.

The best craftsmanship always leaves
holes and gaps so that something that is

not in the poem can creep, crawl,
flash or thunder

into your Heart and soul.

D.Hutchins

A World Divided

I would draw a line so fine,
It would cleave both heart and mind.

Between the ones "a fore" would know

And those you must ever show

Will they ever heed your loss,
Or must you always make it cost...

Before they'll heed the furrowed brow
And let you say your time is now?

Must we demand the boundaries Lo..

Or will the masque be all they'll know?

P. Williams



Almost Found

Days pass by, views out my window,
looking at the ocean,

Hope and anxiety reign about the future,
many emotions.

The future is unknown, uncertain and full
of promise,

Confidence and calm is the place for my
mind to be,

Can it occur, can I find the peace, the
place, without you?

Two hearts beating as one, two minds,
melding, one...

There was a time, this was us, we were one
heart, one mind.

" Sure are cute for two ugly people", it is
the truth, a truth,

that we share through out tragedy and our
triumph.

As the clays pass, my heart aches while my
mind wanders,

What is to be, what will happen to me, to
us, to you?

So many questions, with so few answers,
only time to kill,

Only time will tell, my love is lost and has
not be found.

Have you seen me? Her? Us? We?

S.O.S

CheckorBet

Music of Our Lives

The songs on the radio, help me remember
the love,

The songs that play in my mind, help me
remember your kiss

B.O.B, Bruno Mars, they sing to me, to
remind me of the love,

The love we shared, the special kind.

Rhianna and Adele sing to me to remind
me of the things 1 miss

I can close my eyes, and dream of me
asking you to "Stay",

Reminding you of" When I was your man",
how do you feel?

Whether it's a trip to the moon or all
whacked out on shrooms,

Doing the Harlem Shake on YouTube, it all
reminds me

Of how much I miss you and love you.

Slik Cash

Empty Voice

It took me years to realize
why I write poetry...
her tan stocking legs

dangling
off of a cheap wooden chair,

dictating the winds
movement,

hypnotizing my eyes
grounded to every sway,

every small curl of her toes
sends blood rushing

through my head,
dizzying me,

grasping for air.
an insurmountable distance

(ten inches from my inflexible hand)
miles

D.F. Olson
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